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Chapter 111: The Third-and-a-half Story Resting Platform 

In the next two days, Liu Yan and the others were more at ease. 

They had enough yin cards and yang cards, and each of them had a powerful class transition. 

They had already obtained almost everything that they could obtain from the third level of the Tower. 

Even the incomparably powerful Ancient Draconic Croc had been killed by Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan thought about his encounters on the third level of the Tower over the past few days. It could be 

said that he had gained a lot. 

Although the third level of the Tower was extremely dangerous, there were many opportunities. 

In these few days, Liu Yan had risen from level 8, who had just entered the third level of Tower, to level 

19 now. 

His class transition had become a fusion class, Dark Ranger. He had also obtained a few S-grade 

weapons. His overall combat strength had increased by several times. 

Apart from that, shadow wolf, Murong Xue, and Chu Long, who had followed Liu Yan, had also greatly 

increased their strength. 

At this point, there was nothing on the third level that could arouse Liu Yan’s interest anymore. 

Currently, there were only two things on the third level of the Tower that Liu Yan still didn’t know. One 

was what grade of the Mountain and Sea Chest was, and what use it had. 

The other was the golden-armored blue ape. 

Even though Liu Yan’s strength had increased tremendously after the class transition and killing the 

Ancient Draconic Croc in the past two days. 

However, judging from the previous situation, Liu Yan was still not a match for the golden-armored blue 

ape, who had its seal slightly lifted. 

The golden-armored blue ape was too powerful and was not on the same level. 

Two days passed in a flash. 

When time arrived, the Yin-Yang Reversal occurred. The entire yin and yang region started to rotate. The 

positions of the yin and yang regions started to change. 

At the same time, at the entrance of the Mysterious Door, there was a flash of light. 

A rumbling sound was heard. The Mysterious Door was slowly opening. 

Liu Yan and the other two had already left the Yang Lake and arrived at the entrance of Mysterious 

Door. 



At this point, the three of them were already prepared. When they saw the opening of the Mysterious 

Door, they looked at each other and rushed over. 

After this period of training, Liu Yan gradually realized something. 

The higher the level of the Tower, there would be more dangers. Moreover, it would become more 

difficult and more dangerous than the previous levels. 

However, there would also be more opportunities. 

Especially for Liu Yan who had SSS grade talent, the stronger the fierce beast and the awakened one, the 

faster he increased his strength through consumption of corpses. 

As for the other awakened ones, the higher their level, the slower they increased their level. 

However, it was the complete opposite for Liu Yan. 

The higher his levels were, the faster his strength would increase as he advanced. 

His rate of improvement on the third level of the Tower was even faster than the rate of improvement 

on the first and second levels combined. It could be said that Liu Yan had gained a lot. 

As for the higher levels of the Tower, Liu Yan was naturally looking forward to it. 

The awakened ones might find it more dangerous and difficult to stay alive. But to Liu Yan, the higher 

the Tower was, the more rewards he would get. 

Despite there would be more dangers at the higher levels of the Tower, Liu Yan was looking forward to 

it. 

At this moment, Liu Yan and the other two arrived at the entrance of the Mysterious Door. The entrance 

of the door was flashing with seven-colored light, and they could not see what was happening behind it. 

Murong Xue reminded them, “Principal said that as long as each of us hold a yin card and a yang card, 

we will be able to pass through the Mysterious Door safely. We will pass the trial on the third level of 

the Tower and leave the trial on the third level of the Tower.” 

Liu Yan nodded his head slightly and took out the yin card and the yang card respectively. He passed also 

them to the two ladies. 

At this moment, there was some movement from behind. The awakened ones had arrived one after 

another. 

Liu Yan looked behind him and took the yin card and the yang card. He took the lead and entered. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long followed closely behind the weather. 

A cool feeling came from their bodies, followed by a feeling of dizziness. 

When they opened their eyes again, they saw an open space in front of them. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long also appeared beside Liu Yan. 

The three of them looked up and saw a vast flat land around them. 



On both sides were forests, with all kinds of shops, restaurants, and so on. 

There was a river in the middle, and on the other side of the river stood all kinds of beautiful European-

style academy buildings. The scene was pleasing to the eye. 

“So beautiful.” 

Chu Long looked at the scene in front of her and could not help but sigh. 

Liu Yan also had the same feeling. Ever since he entered the Tower, he had seen many beautiful scenes. 

But at the same time, they were accompanied by dangers. 

And the scene in front of him of humans living peacefully was indeed extremely rare. 

At this time, Liu Yan also looked at Murong Xue and asked, “Oh right, aren’t you from the Murong 

Family? Do you know anything about this third-and-a-half-level central resting platform?” 

Hearing this, Murong Xue shook her head helplessly and said, “The higher up the Tower, the more 

secretive the news is. I don’t know anything either.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly. It seemed that he could only go and find out by himself. 

At this moment, the surrounding empty space was flashing with light. The awakened ones who had 

come out from the third level of the Tower were all teleported here. 

The awakened ones who had come out from the third level of Tower could not help but heave a sigh of 

relief when they saw the quiet and peaceful environment around them. They rested on the spot. 

To Liu Yan and the two ladies, they were more powerful than the others. They could even defeat the 

Ancient Draconic Croc. Hence, the third level of the Tower was naturally not that dangerous to them. 

However, to the other awakened ones, it was extremely dangerous. The awakened ones were 

constantly on the edge of their wits. If they were not careful, they would lose their lives. 

After all, an ordinary fierce beast would require the combined efforts of three awakened ones to defeat. 

The number of fierce beasts on the third level of the Tower was far more than the number of awakened 

ones. Naturally, it was extremely dangerous. 

Even an ordinary fierce beast could threaten their lives at any time, not to mention a powerful and 

terrifying fierce beast. 

The awakened ones all heaved a sigh of relief and discussed as if they had just survived a disaster. 

“I can finally breathe a sigh of relief and rest for a while.” 

“The third level of the Tower is too dangerous. My two teammates are gone. It’s too tragic.” 

“I can finally rest for a while.” 

“You didn’t see it just now. Some people who didn’t gather enough yin and yang cards also wanted to 

pass through Mysterious Door. However, they were melted. The scene of them screaming was 

terrifying.” 



“This Tower is too cruel.” 

“Haha, this place looks so safe. Why don’t we just stay here and recuperate? We don’t have to go any 

higher.” 

“I think so too. So many people were sacrificed on the third level. If we go any higher, we’ll definitely 

lose our lives!” 

“…” 

The awakened ones all had this thought. 

The trial in the Tower was too dangerous and cruel. 

For the third level of the Tower, it would be good if 10% of the participants could pass the trial. The 

sacrifices were tragically huge. 

And this was only the third level. It was said that the danger would increase with each level, so they 

naturally didn’t have the courage to continue climbing. 

Chapter 112: Luo Qingcheng 

Many people were discussing whether they should stop climbing the Tower and just stayed here. 

Perhaps, it would be very nice. 

Some of the awakened ones ignored them and went into the shops nearby to buy all kinds of materials. 

Apparently, they had consumed a lot of materials on the third level of the Tower. Now, they were 

rushing to replenish them. 

Judging from their serious expression, it was obvious that they were going to continue charging towards 

the higher levels of the tower. 

At this moment, Murong Xue saw an accessory shop nearby and quickly dragged Chu Long over. 

“It’s been a long time since I last went shopping!” Chu Long could not help but sigh. 

Ever since she entered the Tower, she had always been tensed up and had never really enjoyed life. She 

had always been struggling with the edge of death and survival, and she was extremely nervous. 

Now that she saw that there were all kinds of dazzling shops around, she was immediately attracted to 

them and quickly began to shop. 

Liu Yan quietly observed his surroundings from the side. 

Other than observing the awakened ones who had come up from the third level, he mainly observed the 

people and environment of the third-and-a-half-level resting platform. 

Ever since he entered the Tower, he had encountered all kinds of dangers had one after another. Such 

situation had long been cultivated Liu Yan’s cautious personality. 

Even though he was now on the third-and-a-half-level resting platform, which was relatively safer, Liu 

Yan still did not let his guard down. 



However, at this moment, a woman dressed in OL business attire walked towards Liu Yan and the 

others. 

She had a pretty face, a plump figure, and her entire person exuded a mature temperament. 

Chu Long and Murong Xue were both quite good-looking. 

However, both of them were relatively young and inexperienced. Naturally, they did not have the 

mature temperament of the woman in front of them. 

“What a beautiful lady.” Chu Long sighed in a low voice. 

Murong Xue was also slightly surprised as she looked at the woman walking towards her. The mature 

temperament of a woman was something that Murong Xue could not learn no matter how good her 

figure was. 

At this moment, the woman came in front of Liu Yan and said with a smile on her face, 

“Hello, my name is Luo Qingcheng, I am the official guide of the upper house of Lighthouse Academy. I 

saw that your team’s results were quite outstanding, so I specially came here to bring the three of you 

into the Academy.” 

Liu Yan and the other two looked at each other. They were a little surprised that they actually had such 

treatment. 

They did not expect that their team’s results were so good that the Lighthouse Academy sent a beautiful 

woman to receive them. 

“Hello Sister Luo, my name is Chu Long.” Chu Long immediately went up to her. 

Murong Xue also went up to her with a rare enthusiasm. 

They were already at the resting platform on the third-and-a-half level, so the two girls had put down 

their guards. 

In addition to the fact that Luo Qingcheng was extremely good looking, the two girls were extremely 

curious towards her. 

Not long after, the three of them started to chat with each other. 

Luo Qingcheng looked at Liu Yan who did not speak during the whole process with some curiosity and 

was a little surprised. 

When men, especially the young ones, saw such a beautiful woman like her, they would either have the 

guts to go up and curry favor with her, or they would hide and peek at her from the side. 

However, it was rare to see a man like Liu Yan, who had a calm expression and looked at her openly, did 

not say much throughout the entire conversation. 

“This young man is?” Luo Qingcheng asked curiously. 

Murong Xue glanced at Liu Yan and said directly, “He is our captain, Liu Yan. Don’t bother with him, let’s 

talk about us.” 



Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng nodded slightly, then, she said, “I was going to bring you to the upper house 

of the Lighthouse Academy across the street. However, it is already late today. I will bring you to the 

nearby homestay to have a rest. You can rest for a while, and we will set off for the upper house of the 

Lighthouse Academy tomorrow.” 

“Alright!” 

Murong Xue and Chu Long were not in a hurry to go to the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy. 

They wanted to rest and play here for a while. After hearing Luo Qingcheng’s words, they naturally 

agreed with her. 

Liu Yan frowned slightly. Generally speaking, it was better to report to the Lighthouse Academy as soon 

as possible and then take a rest later. 

The behavior of this official guide of the Lighthouse Academy made Liu Yan feel that something was 

wrong. 

However, Liu Yan did not think too much about it. In addition, Murong Xue and Chu Long agreed Luo 

Qingcheng’s suggestion, so Liu Yan did not say much and agreed. 

“There is a pretty good homestay over there. I will bring you there. Put down the things and rest first, 

then eat some delicious food.” Luo Qingcheng said with a warm smile. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long followed behind, looking very close to each other. 

The three girls had only known each other for a short while, but they seemed to be very close. 

Liu Yan, who was following behind them, felt that the friendship between women was somewhat 

magical. 

On the way, Luo Qingcheng couldn’t help but be curious, she asked, “Oh right, how was your trial on the 

third level of the Tower? The two of you were so good looking. Wouldn’t it be more dangerous on the 

third level of the Tower? Besides of the fierce beasts, you two had to aware of other awakened ones, 

right?” 

When Murong Xue heard that, she immediately said with a proud face, “Of course. The other awakened 

ones have been following me since the first day. They wanted to make a move against me. But they 

were too dumb to see that I’m extremely strong. How dare they made a move on me! I blasted them 

away without any effort!” 

Chu Long, who was at the side, smiled and agreed, “Yes, Sister Murong Xue is very strong. The awakened 

ones are no match for Sister Murong Xue!” 

“That’s right!” 

Murong Xue bragged even more proudly, “There was a time when more than ten awakened ones 

attacked me at the same time, but none of them could beat me. I easily got rid of them!” 

Chu Long secretly laughed when she heard that. That time, Murong Xue did manage to hold on. In fact, 

she could only shake them off with the help of Liu Yan. 



However, Chu Long naturally would not expose these things. She kindly spoke up for Murong Xue. 

Luo Qingcheng was a little surprised when she heard the words of the two of them. She did not expect 

that the awakened team was actually so strong. 

In fact, Luo Qingcheng did not know whether this awakened team was strong or not. She also had no 

idea whether their results were outstanding or not. 

When she saw that Liu Yan and the other two were the first to arrive here, she thought that this 

awakened team that was the first to pass the trial of the third level of the Tower should not be weak. 

Especially since this team had two beautiful women, yet they were still able to pass the trial on the third 

level of the Tower safely. Their strength must be pretty good. 

After getting know to them, Luo Qingcheng confirmed her guess. 

Luo Qingcheng secretly thought that since this team’s strength was so strong, they should be relatively 

rich. They should have a lot of yin and yang cards. 

However, at the same time, Luo Qingcheng also curiously sized up Liu Yan who was at the side. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long kept talking about the third level of the Tower with her throughout the whole 

journey. They kept sharing their experience with her with great enthusiasm. 

On the contrary, Liu Yan had a cold face and didn’t say anything. 

Such a man was really a little mysterious, which made Luo Qingcheng feel a little uncertain. At the same 

time, she was also a little curious. 

Luo Qingcheng suddenly had a curious look on her face. She tilted her head and looked at Liu Yan, 

asking, “Captain Liu. As their captain, you should be very strong, right? Can you tell me about your 

encounter on the third level of the Tower?” 

Chapter 113: Something Was Not Right 

In front of Liu Yan was Luo Qingcheng’s beautiful face. 

Luo Qingcheng tilted her head. From this angle, he could see a white and deep cleavage, which was 

extremely alluring. 

Liu Yan, on the other hand, had a calm expression. He did not answer Luo Qingcheng’s question. Instead, 

he asked, “The two of them have already talked about a lot of things inside. Why don’t you tell us about 

the third-and-a-half-level resting platform?” 

Murong Xue and Chu Long nodded and looked at Luo Qingcheng expectantly. 

“That’s right, Sister Luo Qingcheng, can you tell us about the third-and-a-half-level resting platform?” 

Murong Xue looked at Luo Qingcheng expectantly. 

Chu Long also said with some curiosity, “Yes, the previous resting platform is extremely simple. This is 

the first time I’ve seen such a large-scale and beautiful resting platform.” 



Compared to the previous resting platform, this third-and-a-half-level resting platform was indeed very 

different. 

The first-and-a-half-level resting platform was extremely simple. It was just a place to rest. 

The second-and-a-half-level resting platform was much better. The place was much bigger, but it was 

mainly just a lower house of the Lighthouse Academy. The supporting facilities were extremely simple 

and not complete at all. 

However, the resting platform on the third-and-a-half-level was completely different. 

The space was much bigger, and the scenery was also incredibly good. 

The buildings of the Lighthouse Academy were much better looking. Other than the upper house of the 

Lighthouse Academy, there were many other buildings, and the supporting facilities were even more 

complete. 

Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng nodded slightly and started to explain the situation on the third-and-a-half-

level. 

“I have lived here for a few years, and I am very familiar with this place. Then, I will explain the situation 

of the third-and-a-half-level resting platform to you.” 

“The entire third-and-a-half-level resting platform was split into two by the Jing River in the middle, 

divided into the Rivernorth Region and the Riversouth Region.” 

“I believe that you have also seen that in the Rivernorth Region. It is the upper house of the Lighthouse 

Academy. It contains all kinds of buildings of the Lighthouse Academy, and it is extremely advanced.” 

“And in the Riversouth Region, it’s a residential area for ordinary people. There are also all kinds of 

shops, and it’s more comprehensive.” 

When Liu Yan and the other two heard this, they were a little surprised. They didn’t expect that there 

would be a residential area for ordinary people on the third-and-a-half-level resting platform. 

It seemed that the discussions of the awakened ones just now could really come true. If they weren’t 

very confident in their own strength, or if they did not want to fight anymore, they could indeed live on 

the third-and-a-half-level resting platform. 

If they did not try to advance to the higher levels of the Tower, they did not have to risk their lives even 

though they would miss a lot of opportunities. 

The awakened ones who could pass the trial on the third level of the Tower and reach here were all 

outstanding people. 

Even if they could not obtain more opportunities in the future and could not obtain a greater increase in 

their strength, just based on the strength they had now, their living conditions in the future would not 

be bad. 

While they were chatting, they also arrived at the location under the guidance of Luo Qingcheng. 



“This is the homestay. The environment isn’t bad, right?” Luo Qingcheng pointed at the lodging house in 

front and smiled. 

Liu Yan and the other two looked over. It was a tent built by the river in the forest. 

The tent was giving off an adventurous vibe and there was even a wooden raft beside it. The 

environment was indeed very good. 

“Wow, it’s really beautiful.” Chu Long said with some surprise. 

Even Murong Xue, who was used to living in all kinds of luxurious mansions, nodded slightly and praised, 

“The environment is indeed nice. There’s a forest and river. It’s very relaxing.” 

Although it might not be able to compare to those luxurious mansions outside, this was the interior of 

the world of the Tower. 

For example, when they were on the third level of the Tower, Liu Yan and the other two had lived in 

caves. The rest were living in tents or even sleeping in the open air. The environment was much worse 

than here. 

The living environment here was indeed much better than the previous living environment of Liu Yan 

and the other two. 

Luo Qingcheng smiled and shouted, “Guests have arrived. Hurry up and treat them well. Serve the food 

and wine!” 

Under Luo Qingcheng’s shout, a few employees walked up with enthusiastic faces. 

They brought over tables and chairs, poured tea and let Liu Yan and the other two have a good rest. 

Not long after, the sumptuous wine and dishes that had been prepared in advance were served. 

When Liu Yan and the other two were on the third level of the tower, they had to be extra careful. For 

example, in order to prevent danger and avoid attracting a large number of fierce beasts, they didn’t 

really make a fire for cooking during the entire journey. 

During the week on the third level of the Tower, they basically ate dry food. 

It was no problem for them to satisfy their hunger, but the taste was definitely not that good. 

When she wanted to find something good to eat, she would only find some wild fruits to eat. Compared 

to the sumptuous dishes on the table in front of her, the difference was like heaven and earth. 

Seeing the sumptuous food, Murong Xue and Chu Long were stunned. 

“Wow, this is too delicious!” 

“I haven’t eaten stir-fried vegetables for a long time, I really miss it!” The two girls said excitedly. 

Luo Qingcheng smiled and said, “Don’t stand on ceremony, hurry up and eat. These dishes are made for 

you guys!” 

Murong Xue and Chu Long immediately started eating without holding back. 



Chu Long still paid attention to the way she ate. Although it was delicious, she still wanted to maintain 

her elegance. 

However, Murong Xue did not care so much. It had been a long time since she had a good meal. Now, 

the dishes on the table were still so sumptuous. She immediately wolfed down the food without caring 

about her image. It was a stark contrast to her beautiful appearance. 

Although Liu Yan was not that excited, when he saw so many sumptuous dishes, he suddenly felt a little 

tempted. 

However, Liu Yan still had a trace of wariness in his heart. He used his A-grade skill, Omniscient Insight, 

to make sure that there was nothing wrong with the dishes. After that, he also began to eat in large 

mouthfuls. 

Seeing this, Luo Qingcheng had a smile on her face. Then, she secretly gave a look to the employee at 

the side. 

The employee immediately understood and brought a pot of wine. 

Even though Liu Yan was eating with big mouthfuls of food, his Omniscient Insight was still on, so he 

naturally noticed this scene. 

However, Liu Yan did not extend his hand and continued to eat with big mouthfuls of food. He was just 

confirming in his heart that there was indeed something wrong with this Luo Qingcheng, so he had to 

pay more attention. 

After Luo Qingcheng brought over a pot of wine, she personally poured the wine for Liu Yan and the 

other two. 

While pouring the wine, she politely said, “This is the peach blossom wine that we made ourselves. Not 

only is it extremely delicious, but the alcohol content is also not high, so it’s not easy to get drunk. Hurry 

up and drink it to relax yourselves.” 

Hearing this, Chu Long shook her head and said, “No, Sister Luo Qingcheng, I don’t drink wine.” 

However, Luo Qingcheng quickly advised, “Don’t worry, just drink it. This peach blossom wine is 

extremely delicious. Even those who have never drunk wine will be used to it. Those who have drunk it 

will say that it’s delicious, so hurry up and try it. The trial on the third level must be very tiring. It was 

rare for them to relax. Naturally, they had to enjoy it. Listen to me, you must give it a try!” 

As Luo Qingcheng spoke, she picked up the wine cup that was filled with good wine and stuffed it in 

front of Chu Long. She looked extremely enthusiastic. 

Chapter 114: We Only Take Money 

Facing Luo Qingcheng’s enthusiasm, Chu Long found it hard to decline her hospitality. 

“Alright then, I’ll drink a little.” 

Chu Long took it and started to drink. 



As for Murong Xue, she did not even need Luo Qingcheng to persuade her to drink. She started to drink 

on her own. 

Following that, Luo Qingcheng held another wine cup that was filled with good wine and brought it to 

Liu Yan. 

“The peach blossom wine made by my family is very delicious. Please try it.” Luo Qingcheng smiled. 

Liu Yan took the wine cup and took a look. He was laughing in his heart, but on the surface, he did not 

show any emotion and directly drank it. 

The moment he took the wine glass, Liu Yan realized that there was poison in the wine. 

After all, Liu Yan had the B-grade skill Poison Control, so he knew many kinds of poison. 

Just by taking a glance at it, Liu Yan found that there was poison in the wine. 

However, it was not a very powerful poison. It was just a knockout drug and not fatal. 

In addition, Liu Yan had the B-grade skill Poison Control, so he had a strong immunity to most of the 

poisons. 

Even those powerful poisons could not work on Liu Yan, let alone this little knockout drug. 

After discovering that something was wrong with the wine, Liu Yan did not make a sound but pretended 

not to notice and directly drank it. He wanted to see what Luo Qingcheng’s purpose was. 

Liu Yan was also a little surprised. This Luo Qingcheng was extremely beautiful and seemed to be a very 

nice and warm person, yet she had poisoned the wine. 

As expected, one should be more careful with beautiful women. One should not judge a book by its 

cover. 

At this moment, Luo Qingcheng saw that Liu Yan and the other two had drunk the drugged wine and 

immediately felt relieved. She continued to persuade them to drink and eat. 

The food was extremely delicious. In addition, Liu Yan and the other two had been surviving in the 

Tower, so they rarely had a good meal. At this moment, the food on the table was undoubtedly 

extremely delicious to them. 

Murong Xue and Chu Long were eating extremely happily. 

Liu Yan realized that there was no drug in this dish, so he also started to eat it in large mouthfuls. 

However, Liu Yan had always been on guard with his A-grade skill, Omniscient Insight. He didn’t let his 

guard down during the meal. 

After a long time, the three of them were full. 

Murong Xue stretched her body, then got up and said lazily, “I’m full. I’m going back to my room to 

rest.” 

Chu Long also stood up. 



However, the two girls had just stood up when their bodies went soft, and they fainted. 

Liu Yan also pretended to faint when he saw this. 

Luo Qingcheng went up and called out to Liu Yan and the other two, but there was no response. 

After confirming that they had fainted, Luo Qingcheng called out to her subordinates. 

Looking at Liu Yan and the other two who had fainted, Luo Qingcheng said with a proud face, “This 

special knockout drug is really good. It’s able to knock out the strong awakened ones. Plus, it’s hard to 

detect when it’s placed in the peach blossom wine. It’s really hard to guard against this drug!” 

Luo Qingcheng’s subordinates looked at the unconscious Liu Yan and the other two and were full of joy. 

“Boss, these three people seem to be quite strong. They must be quite rich.” 

“That’s right. Those who could come out from the third level of the Tower in the first batch must have 

some goods on them.” 

“Boss, you’re so awesome!” 

“…” 

Luo Qingcheng said proudly, “As usual, take all the things that were on these three people’s bodies. 

Don’t leave anything behind. Also, check for the yin and yang cards. If there is one, take it out as well. 

After you’ve done, send them onto the boat and then throw them to the riverside.” 

Liu Yan, who was pretending to be unconscious, listened to their conversation and secretly laughed in 

his heart. 

It seemed that these people were habitual offenders. They should have done a lot of such things. 

At this time, Liu Yan naturally understood that this Luo Qingcheng was not the official guide sent by the 

Lighthouse Academy’s upper house. She just made up her identity. 

Liu Yan continued to pretend to be unconscious. He wanted to know what Luo Qingcheng and the 

others were going to do. 

At this moment, Luo Qingcheng and a few of her subordinates were carrying out a search. 

Fortunately, the important resources that Liu Yan and the other two had were all placed in Liu Yan’s 

storage ring. 

The hundreds of yin and yang cards were also placed in the storage ring. 

They had used up the yin and yang cards that required to pass through the Mysterious Door. 

At this moment, Liu Yan and the other two did not have any yin or yang cards on them. There were only 

a few valuable items on them. 

Luo Qingcheng had personally searched through Liu Yan and the other two, and there were not many 

valuable items after a round of searching. 



Luo Qingcheng suddenly sighed and said helplessly, “These three are quite strong, and their clothes are 

also quite good. Why are they so poor? There aren’t any valuable items!” 

One of Luo Qingcheng’s subordinates pointed at it at this moment 

Chu Long was holding the ink-green staff sword in her hand. The subordinate said, “Boss, this weapon 

seems to be of quite a high grade. If we sell it, we will definitely be able earn a lot of money!” 

One of the subordinates at the side saw the situation and also said, “Not bad. Looking at this quality, it 

seems to be a B-grade weapon. In addition, it is a relatively rare battle sword. If we sell it on the black 

market, it will definitely be able to sell for a lot of money.” 

Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng also took a look. Naturally, she could tell that this ink-green staff sword was 

extraordinary. It would definitely be worth a lot of money. 

However, after hesitating for a while, Luo Qingcheng still shook her head and said, “No, we only take the 

money and valuables of others. This is their weapon. If we take it away, they might encounter a battle 

later. If they don’t have a weapon, they might die in battle. It is equivalent to us killing them.” 

When the underlings heard this, they were all a little shocked. They all looked at the ink-green staff 

sword beside Chu Long with envy. 

If a B-grade weapon was sold on the black market, not only would it be enough for their boss, Luo 

Qingcheng, but it would also be enough for all of them to improve their lives. 

“Boss, are you sure you don’t want it?” 

“Yeah, this is a B-grade weapon. It’s worth a lot of money.” 

“What’s wrong with these three? Only this girl has a weapon. Don’t the other two use weapons?” 

“That’s right, they don’t have many valuable things on them. Could it be that they are hiding them?” 

“These three don’t look like they are in need of money, they shouldn’t be so poor!” 

“These two women are really good looking. Boss, can you let us play with them? It’s been a long time 

since we had some fun.” 

“…” 

Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng coldly glanced at her subordinates. Then, she said, “I’ve said it before, we 

only take the money, not life, and not lust. If one of you dares to strip a girl’s clothes, I will skin you 

first!” 

Hearing this, the subordinates immediately lowered their heads and did not dare to say anything more. 

As a woman, Luo Qingcheng could become their boss. Naturally, she had her own means. They did not 

dare to anger Luo Qingcheng. 

“Take a closer look and see if there are any other valuable things. If there are none, throw them out. We 

will find the next target.” Luo Qingcheng said coldly. 



After that, Luo Qingcheng started to count the money that she had taken from Liu Yan and the other 

two, she sighed, “This money is not enough to pay for the tuition fees, let alone the yin and yang cards. 

When will we be able to collect them?” 

Chapter 115: Situation of Third-and-a-half-level 

Luo Qingcheng returned to her room with some disappointment. 

On the table in the room, there was a beautiful photo. 

Luo Qingcheng looked at the photo and was lost in thought. She said with a firm tone, “Sister, don’t 

worry. I will definitely gather enough money for the tuition fees of the upper house of Lighthouse 

Academy. I will definitely go and look for you. We will definitely meet again!” 

This scene was clearly seen by Liu Yan, who was lying on the chair outside. Through his A-grade 

perception skill, Omniscient Insight, he could see everything clearly. 

At this moment, Liu Yan also had a rough idea of the situation. 

Luo Qingcheng was not the official guide of the upper house of Lighthouse Academy. This place was not 

a residential area. Instead, this place was a trap set up by Luo Qingcheng and the others. 

Since he had roughly understood the situation, there was no need for Liu Yan to continue his disguise. 

At this moment, a few of Luo Qingcheng’s subordinates came up to Liu Yan’s side. 

“He looks very rich, and his equipment is not bad. Why does he have so little money on him?” 

“What bad luck. I almost want to throw this kid into the river.” 

A few of them were discussing with dissatisfaction. 

At this moment, Liu Yan, who was pretending to be unconscious, had already opened his eyes and stood 

up with a cold expression. 

When the few of them saw that Liu Yan had woken up, they were immediately shocked. 

“What’s going on? How did you wake up?” 

“It can’t be. That knockout drug is so strong. At least you’ll wake up tomorrow.” 

“Kid, what’s going on with you?” 

“It doesn’t matter. There are so many of us, we still can subdue him” 

“…” 

Luo Qingcheng’s subordinates immediately panicked. 

They were active in Riversouth Region and couldn’t go to the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy in 

the Rivernorth Region. Naturally, their strength wasn’t that great. Otherwise, they wouldn’t have stayed 

here. 

Liu Yan coldly glanced at them and activated his A-grade skill, Blazing Tyrant Fist. 



After a few punches, these people were sent flying by Liu Yan and fell into the still river. 

Liu Yan did not pay attention to these small fries and walked towards Luo Qingcheng’s room. 

Luo Qingcheng also heard the noises outside and felt that something was wrong. She quickly opened the 

door and was about to check the situation when she bumped into Liu Yan. 

“Why are you still awake?” Luo Qingcheng was surprised when she saw Liu Yan. 

At the same time, Luo Qingcheng also stepped back in fear. 

Through the conversation with Murong Xue and Chu Long, the two women did not talk much about Liu 

Yan. But from their conversation, the two women’s strength was pretty good. 

And as their captain, Liu Yan’s strength must be even stronger. 

Murong Xue knew that she was no match for Liu Yan. She took a glance at the window and immediately 

wanted to escape. 

However, Liu Yan’s high agility was not something that Luo Qingcheng could compare to. 

Currently, Liu Yan’s agility was close to 4,000 points, extremely terrifying. 

Even if he did not use any speed-type skill, his speed was already extremely fast. 

With a flash, Liu Yan appeared in front of Luo Qingcheng, blocking her retreating path. 

Luo Qingcheng saw Liu Yan’s terrifying speed. Her face could not help but turn pale as she slowly 

retreated. 

Liu Yan pressed on step by step and in a short while, he had forced Luo Qingcheng into a corner. 

Luo Qingcheng had no other way out. 

Through the conversation just now, although Liu Yan knew that Luo Qingcheng was trying to rob people, 

she still had a moral code. She only robbed people of their money. She did not harm their lives or did 

not allow her subordinates to sexually assault women. 

Hence, Liu Yan’s impression of Luo Qingcheng was not so bad. 

Therefore, Luo Qingcheng did something wrong, but she did not deserve to die. She only needed to be 

punished. 

Seeing that there was no way out, Luo Qingcheng suddenly looked at Liu Yan with some embarrassment 

and said, “Captain Liu, I was wrong. Can you spare me this time?” 

Luo Qingcheng knew that she was not a match for Liu Yan at all, so she did not have any thoughts of 

resisting. If she resisted, the outcome might be even worse. 

Instead of resisting and being punched, it would be better to beg for mercy. There might be a chance for 

her to turn the tables. 

Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng coldly and said indifferently, “First, explain everything clearly. If you 

dare to lie and do any tricks again, don’t blame me for being impolite.” 



Luo Qingcheng’s face suddenly turned pale when she heard this. Then, she slowly explained the cause of 

the matter. 

After listening to Luo Qingcheng’s story, Liu Yan gradually had a better understanding of the third-and-a-

half-level central resting platform. 

It turned out that starting from the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform was the last beginner’s 

resting platform. 

In addition, the development of this platform was more complete. It had larger territory and was 

completed with all kinds of facilities. It had even achieved self-sufficiency and internal circulation. 

Therefore, after many awakened ones reached the third-and-a-half-level resting platform, they did not 

want to continue to try to reach the higher levels of the tower. 

After all, the first three levels of the Tower were quite dangerous, but they were only considered as the 

beginner village. 

Only less than ten percent of awakened ones in the Tower managed to reach this place. The casualty 

rate was extremely high. 

Not to mention the higher levels of the Tower, the higher the difficulty. The higher levels would be more 

dangerous. 

It would be extremely difficult to survive on the higher levels of the Tower. 

Hence, most of the awakened ones who arrived here all wanted to give up climbing the Tower and enjoy 

life. 

Although they wouldn’t have much strength, they could at least live a relatively comfortable life, which 

was actually not bad. 

However, the Lighthouse Academy clearly didn’t want this to happen. They pursued the awakened ones 

to reach the higher levels of the Tower, give birth to more human powerhouse and bring a glimmer of 

hope to everyone. 

Therefore, the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy, which was on the third-and-a-half-level central 

resting platform, decided to directly use the river as the boundary. The north side and south side of the 

Jing River were governed differently. 

This was also the current situation on the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform. 

South of the Jing River was the Riversouth Region, where all kinds of awakened ones and ordinary 

residents lived. There were a large number of residential areas and businesses, forming a relatively well-

developed community. 

North of the Jing River was the Rivernorth Region, which was the upper house of the Lighthouse 

Academy. 

At the same time, the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy said that if these people wanted to stay 

idle, they had to do it in their own region. 



For the sake of humanity, the Lighthouse Academy had to lead the rest of the awakened ones who had a 

vision and desire to continue to charge upwards. 

As a result, the Riversouth Region became a gathering place for regular people and dispirited awakened 

ones, while the Rivernorth Region became the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy. 

In order to ensure the quality of the students, the upper house also ensured that the people who came 

would not waste their resources. 

They deliberately set a high standard for admission. Either they had to spend a lot of money, or they had 

to take out a large number of yin and yang cards. 

The awakened ones had already gone all out just to pass the trial on the third level of the Tower. 

In addition, they had used up the yin and yang cards through the Mysterious Door on the third level. The 

class transition had also used up their yin and yang cards. 

The strong awakened ones had extra yin and yang cards so they would be fine. 

However, the weaker awakened ones had a difficult time to obtain yin and yang cards. After using them 

twice, they were unable to take out extra yin and yang cards. 

This also caused the yin and yang cards, which were basically useless after the trial on the third level of 

the Tower, to become extremely expensive. 

Chapter 116: Why Don’t We Vent Our Frustrations? 

Hearing Luo Qingcheng’s explanation, Liu Yan frowned slightly. 

“In that case, the yin and yang cards are still very important on this third-and-a-half-level. The awakened 

ones might find it very difficult to gather the yin and yang cards.” Liu Yan said with a strange expression. 

After all, Liu Yan had come up from the third level of the Tower, so he naturally knew that it was 

extremely difficult to obtain yin and yang cards. 

Only by killing a fierce beast on the third level of the Tower would one have a chance of obtaining yin or 

yang cards. 

However, fierce beasts were extremely powerful. Usually, it required many awakened ones to work 

together to kill a fierce beast. 

The most important thing was that killing a fierce beast only had a chance of dropping yin or yang cards, 

and the drop rate was relatively low. 

Apart from that, the awakened would also have to take the yin and yang cards from the other awakened 

ones. 

No matter which method it was, it was extremely difficult to obtain the yin and yang cards. 

It was already extremely difficult to gather enough yin and yang cards needed to pass the third level of 

the Tower, as well as the class transition. 



The awakened ones would have an extremely difficult time gathering the yin and yang cards needed to 

enter the Lighthouse Academy. 

Luo Qingcheng nodded her head slightly and said with a distressed expression, “That’s right, the yin and 

yang cards are extremely precious. I had no choice but to rob all of your properties and wanted to 

collect the tuition fees. Before this, I…” 

As Luo Qingcheng talked about it, Liu Yan also learned about Luo Qingcheng’s background. 

She had no parents since she was young. She was raised by an elder sister and was greatly indebted to 

her. 

Her elder sister entered the Tower to gain experience. However, Luo Qingcheng lost contact with her 

elder sister at a certain level of the tower. Her elder sister’s fate was unknown. 

Naturally, Luo Qingcheng could not sit idly by and do nothing. She wanted to look for her master and 

then head to the higher levels of the Tower to look for her sister. Therefore, she had to enter the 

Lighthouse Academy. 

However, Luo Qingcheng did not have money. She did not have enough to buy yin and yang cards. Her 

own yin and yang cards were also not enough. She could not afford the ‘tuition fees’ to enter the 

Lighthouse Academy. 

1 

To enroll in the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy, each person had to pay three yin cards and 

three yang cards. 

The awakened ones would be very lucky if they had one or two more yin and yang cards. Naturally, it 

would be extremely difficult for them to pay the tuition fees. 

As a result, the price of yin and yang cards had also risen. The current price of yin and yang cards had 

reached a sky-high level. It was not something that ordinary people could afford. 

Hence, Luo Qingcheng thought of such a method. The awakened ones who had just come up from the 

third level of the Tower did not understand the situation of the third-and-a-half-level central resting 

platform. Then, she went to rob their properties. 

Luo Qingcheng wanted to rely on this method to collect the ‘tuition fees’ for entering the Lighthouse 

Academy. 

At this time, Luo Qingcheng had a helpless look on her face, “I have only robbed money. I will not hurt 

anyone. As long as I earn the tuition fees, I will stop. I will not do this again. Oh right, I don’t think you 

guys have any yin and yang cards on you, right? Why don’t you guys join us? We can rob together and 

collect your tuition fees at the same time. But let’s make it clear first, you must collect my tuition fees 

first and then collect your tuition fees. First come, first served. There must be an order.” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan suddenly laughed. This Luo Qingcheng was really funny. She actually dragged him 

to join her to rob the awakened ones from the third level. 

Liu Yan had enough yin and yang cards, so naturally, he wouldn’t do this. 



Even if he didn’t have them, Liu Yan couldn’t be bothered to do so. With Liu Yan’s strength, it wasn’t 

difficult for him to get the yin and yang cards. 

The simplest thing was to go to the black market to buy the awakened equipment and use the Divine 

Extraction to raise the grade of the equipment. Then, he could sell it and make a huge profit. 

Liu Yan did not lack money. As long as he wanted to get it, he could spend time to earn it. 

Liu Yan opened his storage ring. With a wave of his hand, a large number of yin and yang cards appeared 

on his hand. There were more than a hundred of them, which were dropped from the Ancient Draconic 

Croc. 

At that time, Liu Yan thought it was useless, so he threw the cards into his storage ring. 

Fortunately, he didn’t throw them out. Otherwise, it would be troublesome now. 

“I have a lot of yin and yang cards, it’s impossible for me to join you.” Liu Yan shook his head slightly. 

Luo Qingcheng saw the large number of yin and yang cards in Liu Yan’s hands, and her eyes were wide 

open. 

She had been robbing people for a while, but the current price of yin and yang cards was too high. She 

had only managed to get one yin card, and it was still far from the tuition fee. 

At this moment, seeing that Liu Yan had so many yin and yang cards, Luo Qingcheng was surprised. 

“Why do you have so many yin and yang cards?” Luo Qingcheng looked at Liu Yan in surprise. 

According to her experience in the third-and-a-half central resting platform, it was already good enough 

for an awakened who came up from the third level of the tower to have one or two extra yin and yang 

cards. 

It was precisely because there were too few yin and yang cards that their price was so expensive. 

At this moment, the few strong men who were punched by Liu Yan into the river climbed up one after 

another and approached Luo Qingcheng. 

Seeing that Liu Yan had so many yin and yang cards in his hands, they were stunned. 

If they could get their hands on so many yin and yang cards, they would be rich. They wouldn’t have to 

worry about anything for the rest of their lives. 

In front of the huge temptation, these strong men completely forgot about Liu Yan’s terrifying skills and 

rushed towards Liu Yan. 

“Quick, take him down!” 

“With so many of us, how can we not defeat him?” 

“With so many yin and yang cards, we are going to be rich!” 

“…” 



Luo Qingcheng saw that her subordinates were going to surround and attack Liu Yan, but her expression 

changed, and she quickly said, “No!” 

Although she did not see Liu Yan’s skills, just based on Murong Xue and Chu Long’s description, and the 

terrifying speed that Liu Yan displayed just now, Luo Qingcheng was very clear that her subordinates 

were not a match for Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan’s face turned cold when he saw the few strong men rushing towards him. 

They did not use any moves and simply exchanged punches and kicks. 

The strong man, who looked extremely strong and was twice the size of Liu Yan, could not withstand a 

single blow. 

After a few punches, the few strong men fell to the ground and screamed in pain. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan was completely unharmed. He did not even look like he had really made a 

move yet. 

These few strong men were not very strong, there was a huge gap between them and Liu Yan. 

Luo Qingcheng was also shocked when she saw this scene. 

She had guessed that Liu Yan’s skills were extremely strong, but she did not expect him to be so 

terrifying. 

Luo Qingcheng looked at her subordinates in annoyance and scolded, “Useless things, who asked you to 

make a move? Get out!” 

The few strong men immediately left in a sorry state. Only Liu Yan and Luo Qingcheng were left in the 

room. 

Luo Qingcheng looked at Liu Yan coquettishly and said, “Liu Yan, it’s been so hard for you in the Tower. 

You must want to vent your tension, right? Your two girlfriends are definitely not as good as me…” 

Chapter 117: Soul Contract 

When Liu Yan heard Luo Qingcheng’s words, he could not help but glance at Luo Qingcheng’s body. 

Unlike Murong Xue and Chu Long, Luo Qingcheng had the charm of a mature woman. 

Coupled with her enchanting face and gorgeous figure, she was indeed extremely attractive. 

Liu Yan was also at the age of passion. When he heard Luo Qingcheng’s flirtatious words, his body could 

not help but feel hot. 

However, Liu Yan was naturally not that kind of person. With a cold expression, he clarified, “The two of 

them are not my girlfriend. They are just my companions.” 

Luo Qingcheng rolled her eyes at Liu Yan with a face of disbelief. Her movement was very seductive. 

Then, Luo Qingcheng said with a flirtatious expression, “No matter what relationship you have with 

them, I am definitely a better companion for you compared to them. The Tower is full of dangers. 



Besides, you must be very lonely, right? Don’t you want to find a partner to release your tension? As 

long as you give me the yin and yang cards and let me successfully enter the Lighthouse Academy, I can 

offer my body as a reward. I will definitely serve you comfortably. Don’t look at your two companions. 

They are also very good-looking, but they did not have any experience. They definitely won’t give you a 

satisfied experience.” 

Liu Yan glanced at Luo Qingcheng and was also thinking. 

Luo Qingcheng saw that Liu Yan was thinking about it and did not disturb him. She looked at Liu Yan with 

interest. 

After this period of time, Luo Qingcheng also understood that if she wanted to continue relying on her 

illegal shop to earn her tuition fees, she did not know how much time she would need to spend. 

She still did not know about her sister’s safety. Luo Qingcheng did not want to waste too much time on 

the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform. 

And the shortcut that was most likely to get her into the upper house of Lighthouse Academy was 

undoubtedly Liu Yan. 

Luo Qingcheng had clearly seen that the yin and yang cards in Liu Yan’s hands were extremely abundant 

and there were even excess. That was why Luo Qingcheng had this idea. 

Other than the yin and yang cards in Liu Yan’s hands, Luo Qingcheng also liked Liu Yan’s strength very 

much. 

Obviously, he must be an extremely powerful genius youth. In the near future, he would definitely 

become an absolute powerhouse. 

To be able to come up from the third floor of the Tower with hundreds of yin and yang cards in his 

hands, Liu Yan was more than just a genius youth. He was simply a monster level existence. 

Luo Qingcheng understood that with her own strength. If she wanted to find her sister and even save 

her sister, her strength was far from enough. 

Only with the help of a powerhouse like Liu Yan, would she have a chance. 

Apart from all these, Liu Yan was also very young, and his character seemed to be quite good. Naturally, 

Luo Qingcheng saw him as a really suitable candidate as her partner. 

At this moment, Liu Yan thought for a moment and also said, “I can give you the yin and yang cards so 

that you can get enough tuition fees to enter the upper house of Lighthouse Academy. But what I need 

you to offer is your soul.” 

Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng looked at Liu Yan with a puzzled face, “Offer my soul? What does that 

mean?” 

Liu Yan explained, “You want to earn money to enter the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy. I can 

give you a job. You have been in the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform for a long time, so 

you must have some connections. You can rely on your connections to help me sell the extra yin and 



yang cards in my hands. I will give you a commission. In the end, it will be enough for you to gather 

three yin and yang cards. Then you would successfully enter the Lighthouse Academy.” 

Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng was instantly moved. She had just offered her body because she had no 

other choice. 

If she could successfully enter the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy through this deal, she would 

naturally be thrilled. 

At this moment, Luo Qingcheng also thought of this. Liu Yan had so many yin and yang cards in his 

hands, it was completely useless to him. Of course, it made sense that he wanted to sell them. 

And she had been in the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform for a long time. She had a good 

network and knew a lot of people. She could really help Liu Yan to sell the yin and yang cards. 

Luo Qingcheng hurriedly nodded and replied, “Of course, the yin and yang cards was in short supply on 

the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform. If you give them to me to sell, I can help you sell them 

all in a short time. I can sell a really good price!” 

At this moment, Liu Yan smiled faintly, he waved his hand and said, “Don’t be in a hurry to agree. We 

can’t just do a verbal agreement for this deal. You must sign a soul contract so that I can be at ease to 

give you so many yin and yang cards to sell.” 

Hearing this, Luo Qingcheng looked at Liu Yan suspiciously, “Soul contract?” 

“That’s right.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly, “People in here seem really crafty, and you have lied to me before. I’m not at 

ease, so I naturally need to be more careful. I also need someone like you who can always understand 

these things to help me take care of everything. Now, there are only two choices for you. One is to sign a 

soul contract to help me work. Or, you and your subordinates could drink the water under the Jing River. 

I’m not letting you off for what happened just now.” 

As Liu Yan spoke, his imposing manner was fully unleashed. The terrifying high attributes brought a huge 

amount of pressure to Luo Qingcheng. 

Luo Qingcheng simply felt that she couldn’t breathe. She was secretly surprised at Liu Yan’s terrifying 

strength. 

Luo Qingcheng didn’t even need to think about it. If Liu Yan made a move, he would definitely defeat 

her and her subordinates without any effort. 

After hesitating for a while and looking at Liu Yan, Luo Qingcheng still helplessly nodded her head and 

agreed. 

She could only make this choice. If she did not comply, she would not die because of Liu Yan’s revenge 

on her. However, she would probably have to suffer a lot. 

In addition, she really had no way to collect the tuition fees for entering the upper house of the 

Lighthouse Academy. If she continued to operate this illegal shop, it would probably take a long time to 

collect the tuition fees for the Lighthouse Academy. 



On the contrary, not only could Liu Yan allow her to enter the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy, 

but Liu Yan also had a really strong strength. Perhaps, following Liu Yan was a very good choice. 

“Alright, it’s settled then. Let’s sign the soul contract.” Luo Qingcheng replied. 

Liu Yan nodded slightly and took out some materials from his storage ring, preparing the contract array. 

When he was in the Hunter class transition, he learned many ways to sign a contract. 

Other than all kinds of contracts with fierce beast, there were also a few kinds that could be signed with 

human beings. 

At that time, Liu Yan did not think much of it. He did not expect that it would be so useful now. 

Soon, the contract array was set up and Liu Yan started to operate it. 

The complicated purple light flashed, and the array was successfully activated. 

Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng and grabbed her finger. He opened a thin blade with his soft blade 

boxing gloves and gently cut it. 

A small wound appeared, and a drop of blood dripped into it. 

Liu Yan also dripped a drop of his own blood. 

The two drops of blood merged in the complicated array and finally, the light enveloped Liu Yan and Luo 

Qingcheng. 

Not long after, the purple light disappeared. 

The soul contract between Liu Yan and Luo Qingcheng had already been signed. 

It was also the first time that Liu Yan had signed a soul contract with a human. After signing the soul 

contract, he felt that he could actually connect with Luo Qingcheng’s mind. It was truly magical. 

Chapter 118: Deception Talent 

Luo Qingcheng also looked at Liu Yan in surprise. 

Just like Liu Yan, she could also feel the thoughts of Liu Yan. 

However, Liu Yan was the one who signed the contract, so Liu Yan seemed to be able to take the 

initiative to close or open the telepathic connection. 

In addition, there were still some restrictions on Luo Qingcheng. 

Luo Qingcheng could feel that as long as she went against the content of the soul contract she signed 

with Liu Yan and betrayed Liu Yan, she would suffer the backlash of her soul. Moreover, she would never 

be able to recover from that. 

At this moment, Liu Yan saw that the soul contract had been signed and he was relieved. In the future, 

he could trust Luo Qingcheng and he didn’t have to worry about being betrayed anymore. 



Liu Yan kept the yin and yang cards for himself and his two teammates and passed the extra yin and 

yang cards directly to Luo Qingcheng. He then said indifferently, “I’ll leave these yin and yang cards to 

you to sell. As a bonus, I’ll give you 10% of the profit after you sell them.” 

Luo Qingcheng’s face was full of joy when she heard that. 

A 10% commission was already a lot. She didn’t expect that Liu Yan would be so generous to her. 

A 10% commission meant that she would be able to collect the tuition fees for the upper house of the 

Lighthouse Academy after selling these hundreds of yin and yang cards. She would also be able to earn a 

lot more. It could be said that she had become rich all of a sudden. 

“Why are you so good to me?” 

Luo Qingcheng was suddenly touched and directly leaned on Liu Yan. 

It seemed that because she had completed the soul contract, Luo Qingcheng inexplicably felt a sense of 

familiarity towards Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan was also a young man full of vigor. When he was training in the Tower, he had been teased by 

Murong Xue to the point that he couldn’t stand it anymore. 

At that time, they were in the Tower, and it was full of danger. In addition, it seemed that Murong Xue 

did not lure him on purpose at all. At that time, Liu Yan also held back and did not make a move against 

Murong Xue. 

The situation now was completely different. On the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform of the 

Tower, it was much safer, and they could temporarily relax for a while. 

In addition, Liu Yan could sense the thoughts in Luo Qingcheng’s heart and knew that she had the same 

intention. 

Liu Yan immediately did not stand on ceremony. He stretched his hands in and started to explore Luo 

Qingcheng’s plump breast. 

“Wu…” 

Luo Qingcheng suddenly panted, and her body leaned closer to Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan could not stand it anymore. He directly picked up Luo Qingcheng and closed the door. He then 

released shadow wolf to guard outside so that he would not be disturbed while he was doing his job. 

After everything was done, Liu Yan finally felt relieved. He carried Luo Qingcheng and rushed to the bed. 

After entering the Tower for so many days, Liu Yan finally had a chance to vent his frustrations tonight. 

After Liu Yan had undergone many times of the Divine Extraction, his physical fitness had improved to 

an astonishing level. 

It wasn’t until midnight that Luo Qingcheng couldn’t take it anymore and it finally ended. 

Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng who was lying in his arms with a face full of sweat and was in a deep 

sleep. He couldn’t help but feel slightly emotional. 



He did not expect that the first day they met would develop so quickly. 

Looking at the unknown liquid beneath him, Liu Yan could not help but be curious. He tried to use the 

Divine Extraction and it actually succeeded. 

A white light enveloped Liu Yan and a notification appeared in front of him. 

[ Divine Extraction of awakened’s body fluid has been successful. (C-grade talent, level 12) has been 

successfully extracted. Congratulations, obtained: Deception (C-grade)! ] 

Liu Yan was a little surprised when he saw the skill obtained. There was actually such a skill, so he 

quickly checked it. 

[ Deception ] 

Grade: C-grade 

Effect: When negotiating with others, you can deceive others. Negotiation is easier to succeed, and one 

could have higher success rate of deceiving others! 

When Liu Yan saw the effect of the newly obtained skill, he could not help but smile bitterly. There was 

actually such a skill. 

Although it was not very useful in battle, Liu Yan had some experience before. He knew that these skills 

would sometimes come in handy and could even be very crucial. 

Thinking about the various job descriptions that he had seen before, Liu Yan guessed that Luo 

Qingcheng’s job should be a relatively small class of Trickster, and her talent was Deception. 

Her talent level was not low. It had reached C-grade. 

It was not combat talent or combat job, and it was not very useful in battle. However, it was very useful 

in daily activities. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was also secretly relieved. Fortunately, he did not directly agree to Luo 

Qingcheng’s suggestion, but chose to sign a soul contract. 

Otherwise, with Luo Qingcheng’s Deception talent, he did not know how she would deceive him. 

Soul contract was something different. It directly tied to their soul, so her Deception was no longer 

effective. 

Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng in his arms and fell asleep with a satisfied look on his face. 

… 

The next day, when the sun had just risen, Liu Yan woke up. When he saw the lovely Luo Qingcheng 

beside him, he directly carried her over and continued to hug her. 

Last night, it was because Luo Qingcheng was too tired that Liu Yan let her go. However, Liu Yan was not 

satisfied yet. 

It was not until midnight that the two of them finally ended. 



Liu Yan looked satisfied while Luo Qingcheng looked exhausted. 

The two of them opened the door and shadow wolf, who was sleeping by the door, woke up. It looked 

at Liu Yan with a strange expression. 

Liu Yan and shadow wolf were connected in mind, so he immediately understood the meaning of 

shadow wolf. 

The meaning of shadow wolf was probably that Liu Yan was more powerful than it. 

When Liu Yan learned the meaning of shadow wolf, he couldn’t help but feel a little embarrassed. 

“Come back and sleep.” Liu Yan took back shadow wolf unhappily. 

When Luo Qingcheng saw this scene, she was a little surprised. Liu Yan actually had a pet? 

Having lived on the third-and-a-half level of the Tower for so many years, Luo Qingcheng was clear that 

those who could change their class transition to have a pet were all very powerful. 

In general, a fierce beast of the same level was much more powerful than the awakened human. 

Therefore, a class that could sign a contract with a fierce beast was an extremely precious class. 

Luo Qingcheng understood that Liu Yan would be able to do well in the future just by relying on this 

class alone. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan had a pet, yet his own strength was still so terrifying. Luo Qingcheng was 

indeed a little surprised. 

Liu Yan and Luo Qingcheng came to the previous room and saw Murong Xue and Chu Long who were 

sleeping on the table. 

Liu Yan was busy with business with Luo Qingcheng last night, so he had forgotten about these two girls. 

Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng with an awkward expression and asked, “I forgot about them. What 

drug did you give them? When will they wake up?” 

Luo Qingcheng looked a little guilty and said, “To be on the safe side, I gave them a high dosage. I think 

they will only wake up in the evening.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly when he heard that. Although he could help the two girls remove the drug 

through the B-grade skill Poison Control, Liu Yan felt that there was no need for that. He let them sleep 

well so that they would not disturb him and Luo Qingcheng when they woke up. 

Luo Qingcheng called her subordinates over and prepared a sumptuous meal. The two of them ate and 

drank their fill. 

As soon as they finished eating, Liu Yan wanted to bring Luo Qingcheng back to the room to have 

another round. 
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Luo Qingcheng immediately pulled Liu Yan back with a face full of shyness and fear. She said 

coquettishly, “Let me rest. I can’t take it if you are too powerful. Let’s go and sell the yin and yang cards 

first.” 

Liu Yan also nodded slightly when he heard that. It was better to do this business first. 

Chapter 119: Interception 

On the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform of the Tower. 

On a road in Riversouth Region, Liu Yan and Luo Qingcheng were walking. 

On the way, Luo Qingcheng explained to Liu Yan the details of the sale of yin and yang cards. 

“Currently, many awakened ones come up from the third level of the Tower. Generally, they have no 

extra yin and yang cards at all.” 

Speaking of this, Luo Qingcheng suddenly looked at Liu Yan with some doubts, “Can you tell me where 

did you get so many yin and yang cards? Normally, even if you are powerful, you wouldn’t have earned 

this many yin and yang cards.” 

Luo Qingcheng also came up from the third level of the Tower, so she was quite clear about the Taiji 

Basin on the third level of the Tower. 

There were only two ways to get the yin and yang cards. 

One was to kill the fierce beast, but it was more difficult to kill the fierce beast. The awakened ones had 

to risk their lives to do so. 

Moreover, there was only a chance to get the yang card or the yin card by killing the fierce beast. 

In fact, even if one was very powerful and could kill a lot of fierce beasts, one would not too many yin 

and yang cards. 

Logically, it was almost impossible to get more than 100 yang and yin cards by killing fierce beasts like 

Liu Yan. 

Besides killing fierce beasts, one could only plunder or kill the other awakened ones. 

At present, Liu Yan had signed a soul contract with Luo Qingcheng. As long as it wasn’t something too 

secret, he could tell Luo Qingcheng. There was no need to continue hiding it. 

“About that, that night…” 

Liu Yan immediately told Luo Qingcheng about the situation when the three of them met the awakened 

one, Old Yin Bi from the higher levels. 

In fact, the large number of yin and yang cards that Liu Yan obtained were from Old Yin Bi of the higher 

level of the Tower. 

Other than those, they were obtained from the Ancient Draconic Croc. 



When Luo Qingcheng heard Liu Yan’s explanation, her expression changed slightly. She asked in a low 

voice about the details of the awakened one, Old Yin Bi. 

When Liu Yan saw Luo Qingcheng asking about these details, he was a little puzzled, but he still told Luo 

Qingcheng everything. 

“What’s wrong? Do you know this person?” Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng. 

Luo Qingcheng nodded slightly and said, “I heard about this awakened who went down from the high 

level by using the bug, but I don’t know him personally. He is the subordinate of a boss of the black 

market that we are going to today. I heard that he had an accident two days ago, so there was a 

problem with the supply. Combined with the fact that you have so many yin and yang cards, I started 

have some doubts. I didn’t expect that you really obtained it from that person.” 

When Liu Yan heard this, he immediately asked with some doubts, “If this person wants to live an idle 

life, he can stay on the resting platform for a short while. He still has food and drinks. Why would he use 

the bug to come to the third level of the Tower?” 

“Of course, he can live an idle life if he stays on the resting platform, but he can’t live a luxurious life. In 

fact, this is the case…” 

After the explanation of Luo Qingcheng, Liu Yan gradually understood it. 

The awakened one, Old Yin Bi was the subordinate of a boss of the black market here. He used a special 

method to get to the lower level. 

First of all, although his strength was not that great in the upper level, he was already extremely 

powerful in the third level of the Tower. It was easy for him to deal with ordinary fierce beasts. As long 

as he did not seek death and was surrounded by a large number of fierce beasts, he could almost walk 

freely in the third level of the Tower. 

Thus, he could easily kill a large number of fierce beasts on the third level and continuously obtain yin 

and yang cards. 

Although the probability of a fierce beast dropping yin and yang cards wasn’t high, if he could kill tons of 

them, he would still get a large number of yin and yang cards. 

In addition, he could also plunder the yin and yang cards in the hands of the newcomers. After all, every 

awakened who reached the third level had a yin or yang card in their hands at the beginning. 

In this way, he could get a large number of yin and yang cards on the third level and then bring them to 

the central resting platform to sell. 

However, it was also relatively difficult to use this bug. In addition, it required a lot of money, so it would 

take a long time for him to go to other levels in the Tower. 

And a few days ago, it was the day that Old Yin Bi returned to the resting platform. 

However, they did not expect that after the black market boss’s men used a special method to open the 

teleportation array, there was no sign of Old Yin Bi. It was very likely that something had happened. 



Liu Yan learned everything and nodded slightly, “I didn’t expect there to be such a method. It’s really 

something.” 

Luo Qingcheng rolled her eyes at Liu Yan, she said unhappily, “If you sell your yin and yang cards in one 

go, you will intercept their supply. In this case, not only did you cut off their supply, but you also seized 

their market. If you were to sell this yourself, it would definitely arouse suspicion and you might have 

become their target.” 

Hearing this, Liu Yan also had a look of agreement. Judging the situation, it was indeed what Luo 

Qingcheng had described. 

If Liu Yan were to take out a large number of yin and yang cards to sell, it would definitely arouse 

suspicion and might even attacked by the other party. 

This was the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform and there were many high-level experts here. 

Even though Liu Yan was very confident in his own strength, but he also understood that there was 

always someone better than him, so he had to be careful in everything. 

“Then do you have a way to solve it?” Liu Yan looked at Luo Qingcheng again. 

“Don’t worry.” 

Luo Qingcheng said with a relaxed face, “Taking out a large number of yin and yang cards at one time 

and selling them will arouse suspicion, but I have a lot of connections. I can sell them separately to a lot 

of small vendors at a slightly lower price, giving them some profit margin. Although we will earn a little 

less and much troublesome this way, we can sell a large number of yin and yang cards quickly. It will also 

be much safer and won’t attract the attention and suspicion of others.” 

Liu Yan nodded slightly. Fortunately, he had Luo Qingcheng to help him. 

Otherwise, if Liu Yan were to sell the yin and yang cards himself, it would probably cause a lot of trouble. 

As for the smaller profits, Liu Yan didn’t care at all. 

On the third-and-a-half-level of the Tower, Liu Yan wanted to quickly enter the upper house of 

Lighthouse Academy. He wanted to quickly raise his strength, and then advanced to a higher level. 

He didn’t want to stay on this third-and-a-half-level central resting platform to earn money and live a 

rotten life. 

For the other awakened, the higher levels of the Tower would be many times more dangerous. It was a 

struggle between life and death, and the trial filled with dangers and despair. 

However, it was completely different for Liu Yan, who had an SSS-grade talent. 

The higher the tower was, the more powerful the fierce beasts and the awakened ones would be. It 

meant that Liu Yan would be able to obtain more benefits. 

Liu Yan could increase his strength even faster through Divine Extraction. 



The true power of the SSS-grade talent, Divine Extraction, had yet to be displayed. The later the stage, 

the faster the Divine Extraction helped Liu Yan increase his strength. The Divine Extraction itself would 

become more powerful as well. 
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Liu Yan was extremely looking forward to all of this. 

As for danger, it would still exist. However, Liu Yan’s current strength had become much stronger than 

the others of the same level. 

Liu Yan believed that as long as he was a little more prudent and careful, he would be able to easily 

protect himself. 

Chapter 120: The Combination of Science and Origin Power? 

Liu Yan followed Luo Qingcheng and wandered around the black market where the Wanderers gathered 

in Riversouth Region. 

Luo Qingcheng knew many people here. By using her powerful connections, they could sell yin and yang 

cards through the small vendors. 

Luo Qingcheng was more cautious. A small vendor would normally only sell three to five yin and yang 

cards and would never sell more. This was the safest way. 

When it was dusk, Liu Yan and Luo Qingcheng came out of the black market. 

The originally hundreds of yin and yang cards had all been sold. 

But after selling those yin and yang cards, they did not attract anyone’s attention. 

Luo Qingcheng had impressive ability to finish this job. She did not need Liu Yan’s help at all. 

Liu Yan looked at the terrifying amount of money in his bank card, but his expression was relatively 

calm. 

They sold over a hundred yin and yang cards. They had earned more than one billion federation coins. 

According to the original agreement, Liu Yan transferred ten percent of the money, which was more 

than three hundred million federation coins, to Luo Qingcheng’s account. 

“I have left three yin cards and three yang cards for you here, so you don’t need to buy them anymore. 

When the time comes, you can just take them and enter the upper house of Lighthouse Academy.” Liu 

Yan said. He then handed the three yin and three yang cards to Luo Qingcheng. 

These three yin cards and three yang cards were considered as extra gifts to Luo Qingcheng. 

Luo Qingcheng had done a good job this time. Liu Yan also felt that it was completely reasonable to 

reward her with extra three yin cards and three yang cards. 

Luo Qingcheng took the three yin cards and three yang cards and looked at the more than 100 million 

federal coins in her bank card. Her suddenly revealed a relieved expression, and her heart was filled with 

mixed feelings. 



She had been on this third-and-a-half-level central resting platform for a long time. It had been a full two 

years, but she had only managed to gather a little money by herself and her subordinates. 

Because of Liu Yan, not only did she immediately get the tuition fees for the upper house of Lighthouse 

Academy, but she also gained so many federal coins and instantly became rich. 

Luo Qingcheng directly threw herself into Liu Yan’s arms. She did not say anything, but the tight 

embrace showed the gratitude in her heart towards Liu Yan. 

“No need to thank me, just cooperate with me tonight.” 

Liu Yan whispered in Luo Qingcheng’s ear. 

When Luo Qingcheng heard this, her ears immediately turned red, and she pushed Liu Yan away in a bad 

mood. 

Then, the two of them returned to the homestay. 

At this time, Murong Xue and Chu Long slowly woke up. Due to the effect of the knockout drug, they 

were still a little sleepy. 

Chu Long Looked at the time and suddenly exclaimed, “I actually slept for almost twenty hours? Looks 

like I was too drunk last night. I won’t drink anymore in the future.” 

Murong Xue heard this and muttered with a confused expression, “That’s not right. The alcohol content 

of peach blossom wine yesterday wasn’t high. With my alcohol tolerance, it’s impossible for me to get 

drunk.” 

Liu Yan looked at the two girls in front of him who were a little dumbfounded and secretly laughed in his 

heart. 

When Murong Xue and Chu Long were surviving in the Tower, they were quite cautious. 

However, when they reached the resting platform, they completely let down their guard against 

everyone around them. 

Up until now, they did not even realize that the two of them had drunk knockout drugs, which was why 

they had been unconscious for such a long time. 

However, Liu Yan was too lazy to explain anything to the two women. 

In any case, the two of them were Liu Yan’s teammates. In the future, Liu Yan just had to be more 

careful and would not let the two of them encounter any danger. 

“Alright, hurry up and get your spirits up. It’s time to eat and rest early after eating. Tomorrow, we will 

head to upper house of Lighthouse Academy for the admission.” Liu Yan said at this time. 

Hearing this, Chu Long and Murong Xue agreed. 

After that, the few of them enjoyed a delicious meal in the homestay. However, this time, Murong Xue 

and Chu Long did not drink at all. 

As for Liu Yan, he did not have this worry at all and continued to drink. 



After eating and drinking, he returned to his room with Luo Qingcheng and continued to enjoy the next 

“delicious meal”. 

It was very necessary for them to continue to be under high pressure and tension. At this time, it was 

rare for them to relax. 

However, Liu Yan also understood that they could not delay the important matters. 

… 

The next morning. 

After they had breakfast, they packed up and left for the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy in 

Rivernorth Region. 

“The food these two days was really good. I’m afraid that I won’t be able to adapt to the food there if I 

enter the Tower to train in the future. Sister Luo Qingcheng, the food you cooked is really delicious.” 

Chu Long could not help but sigh. 

Murong Xue was a little surprised when she learned that Luo Qingcheng was also going to the upper 

house of the Lighthouse Academy. 

“Then why didn’t you go there before?” Murong Xue asked with some doubts. 

Luo Qingcheng’s expression suddenly became a little awkward when she heard that. Previously, she also 

wanted to go, but she hadn’t been able to gather the yin and yang cards. 

It was only yesterday that she managed to gather the yin and yang cards through Liu Yan’s help. 

However, she naturally did not want to talk about this matter with Murong Xue. 

Liu Yan said in a bad mood, “Why do you care about others? Just mind your own business. I heard that 

the competition for the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy is quite fierce. You better not fall 

behind after the enrollment.” 

“Tch, how could I fall behind? My strength is so strong!” Murong Xue said in an angry tone and followed 

Liu Yan. However, she had some doubts in her heart. Why did she feel that Liu Yan was more on Luo 

Qingcheng’s side, but not on her side like a teammate? 

Murong Xue did not understand, but she did not think too much about it. 

Very soon, they arrived at the Jing River Bridge in the center. After crossing the bridge, they arrived at 

the Lighthouse Academy. 

After they paid the three yin cards and three yang cards in turn, they entered the inner part of the upper 

house of the Lighthouse Academy. 

Once they entered, it was as if they had entered a new world. 

The upper house of the Lighthouse Academy in the Rivernorth Region was clearly on the same central 

resting platform as the Riversouth Region. They were in the same world, but there was a huge 

difference between them. It was as if they were in two different worlds. 



At this moment, the few of them were walking inside the upper house of the Lighthouse Academy. 

Looking at everything around them, Liu Yan could not help but feel a little surprised. 

Although the world here was also a gathering place for humans, it was very different from the human 

world outside. 

All kinds of cars flew through the air and high-rise buildings were all over the place. It was extremely 

prosperous and completely different from the outside world. 

Luo Qingcheng, who was at the side, saw the doubts of Liu Yan and the others and explained to them. 

“After many years of development, the third-and-a-half-level central resting platform becomes really 

advanced.” 

“And because of the existence of the origin stone, the development of science and technology here is 

much faster than the outside world. It seems to be a few decades advanced than the outside world.” 

“Here, science and origin power are combined to establish a monetary system with the origin stone as 

the core. Everything runs on origin power, but the development of the other source is very good too. 

Now there are high-tech products such as the origin power car, the origin power shuttle, the origin 

power elevator, and so on!” 

Liu Yan and the others were surprised when they heard this. 

They didn’t expect that because of the existence of the origin stone, science and technology had made 

such great progress. It was a completely different world from the outside world. 

Not to mention the outside world, even the Riversouth Region across the still river was very different 

from here. It was like day and night. 

 


